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Abstract
Sub-dominant theory provides efﬁcient tools for clustering. However, it classically works only for ultrametrics and ad hoc
extensions like Jardine and Sibson’s 2-ultrametrics. In this paper we study the extension of the notion of sub-dominant to other
distance models in classiﬁcation accounting for overlapping clusters.
We prove that a given dissimilarity admits one and only one lower-maximal quasi-ultrametric and one and only one lower-maximal
weak k-ultrametric. In addition, we also prove the existence of (several) lower-maximal strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities. The
construction of the lower-maximal weak k-ultrametric (for k = 2) and quasi-ultrametric can be performed in polynomial time.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper deals with ﬁtting problems in classiﬁcation. It focuses on extensions of sub-dominant theory [15,12,13],
in the framework of dissimilarity models.
Let X be a ﬁnite set with n elements. A dissimilarity on X is a function from the Cartesian product X × X to the
non-negative real numbers which is symmetrical (d(x, y)= d(y, x)) and admits a zero-diagonal (i.e. d(x, x)= 0). All
the dissimilarities occurring in this paper will be assumed to be proper (i.e. d(x, y) = 0 is equivalent to x = y). For a
non-negative real number , the threshold graph Gd (simply denoted as G when there is no ambiguity) of d admits X
as its vertex set and the pairs xy such that d(x, y) as its edge set. A cluster of d is a clique, maximal for the inclusion
order, of some of the threshold graphs of d.
The ultrametrics are undoubtedly the most popular dissimilarity model in classiﬁcation. They are deﬁned by the
inequality: d(x, z) max{d(x, y), d(y, z)}, for all (x, y, z) ∈ X3. Their clusters constitute a hierarchy on X: two
clusters A and B are either disjoint or the one is included in the other (this property can be summarized as: two clusters
never overlap).
For over 15 years, dissimilarities involving overlapping clusters have been studied in classiﬁcation, namely quasi-
ultrametrics ([5], also developed by Bandelt [1]) and stronglyRobinsonian dissimilarities [10,11]. Strongly Robinsonian
dissimilarities are those dissimilarities for which there exists a linear order  on X such that:
R1: xyz ⇒ max{d(x, y), d(y, z)}d(x, z).
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R2: [xyzt and d(x, z) = d(y, z)] ⇒ d(x, t) = d(y, t),
R3: [xyzt and d(y, t) = d(y, z)] ⇒ d(x, z) = d(x, t).
Conventionally,  is said to be strongly compatible with d (if  only satisﬁes condition R1, it is said to be compatible
with d). A quasi-ultrametric is a dissimilarity fulﬁlling the so-called 4-point inequality: ∀(x, y, z) ∈ X3,
max{d(z, x), d(z, y)}d(x, y) ⇒ ∀t ∈ X, d(z, t) max{d(t, x), d(t, y), d(x, y)}.
Quasi-ultrametrics are an extension of Jardine and Sibson’s 2-ultrametrics designed to extend ultrametrics to dissim-
ilarities admitting overlapping clusters and inheriting most of their properties: d is a 2-ultrametric if and only if in a
4-element set, the two largest dissimilarities are always equal (according to this deﬁnition, a 2-ultrametric obviously
satisﬁes the 4-point inequality).
It is worth noticing that strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities are a special case of Robinsonian dissimilarities ([17];
see also [7,8]) that fulﬁll only Condition R1 (in fact Robinson considered similarities instead of dissimilarities).
The clusters of a strongly Robinsonian dissimilarity d strongly compatible with a linear order , are intervals of .
The cluster setK of a quasi-ultrametric d is called a quasi-hierarchy. It fulﬁlls the following conditions [5]:
• for all (A,B) ∈K2, A ∩ B ∈K,
• for all (A,B,C) ∈K3, A∩B ∩C ∈ {A∩B,A∩C,B ∩C} (this kind of clustering model has been introduced
by Bandelt and Dress [2] under the name of weak-hierarchies).
Quasi-ultrametrics have been recently generalized by Bertrand and Janowitz [4] to weak k-ultrametrics (they fulﬁll a
(k + 2)-point inequality that generalizes the case k = 2 and the intersection of k + 1 clusters is always the intersection
of k of them).
In the ultrametric case, approximation problems are usually NP-hard [16]. However, the ascending clustering scheme
which optimizes a local criterion stepwise leads to efﬁcient heuristics and, with other methods, puts classiﬁcation in
the ﬁeld of optimization [14]. There is a special case where the local criteria correspond to a global one, which is the
case of the single linkage algorithm [12,13] that computes the sub-dominant ultrametrics. It is based on the observation
that the set of all ultrametrics smaller than a given dissimilarity d admits a greatest element for the point-wise order
(we say that dd ′ if and only if d(x, y)d ′(x, y) for all pairs (x, y) of elements of X). More generally, a set D′ of
dissimilarities on X is said to admit sub-dominant if the set of dissimilarities  of D′ smaller than a given dissimilarity
d admits a greatest element.
The situation sounds worse for quasi-ultrametrics and strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities on X. On the one hand,
their cone in R|X|(|X|−1)/2 is not closed, hence ﬁtting problems may have no solution (Durand [9] for the strongly
Robinsonian dissimilarities, and Diatta and Fichet [6] for the quasi-ultrametrics). On the other hand, if one restricts
oneself to integer values to enforce a solution, the corresponding approximation problems become NP-hard (inLp norm,
p ﬁnite, cf. [3]). In particular, it has been observed that quasi-ultrametrics and strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities do
not admit sub-dominant (Durand [9] for strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities, Barthélemy and Brucker [3] for quasi-
ultrametrics). However, the notion of sub-dominant can be extended. Let D′ be a set of dissimilarities on X; if the set
of dissimilarities  of D′ smaller than a given dissimilarity d admits maximal elements, we call them lower-maximal
dissimilarities of d.
Let S(D′, d) denote the maximal elements (for the point-wise order) of { ∈ D′|d}. There are three cases of
special interest:
Case 1:S(D′, d) =  for all dissimilarity d on X (D′ admits lower-maximal dissimilarities for all given dissimilarities,
but uniqueness is not required),
Case 2: |S(D′, d)| = 1 for all dissimilarity d on X. The unique element is called the weak sub-dominant of d in D′
(note that an element ′ of D′ such that ′d is not necessarily bounded by the weak sub-dominant).
Case 3: |S(D′, d)| = 1 for all dissimilarity d on X and this unique element is a maximum (D′ admits a sub-dominant
for each given dissimilarity).
The question of the existence of lower-maximal dissimilarities of d is open since 1989 for strongly Robinsonian
dissimilarities [9]. It has however been examined in the case of quasi-ultrametrics by Diatta and Fichet [6] but only in
a very special case (cf. part 2.4). The authors observed, for this case, the uniqueness of the solution.
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This paper gives solutions of these two open problems:
• the set of all quasi-ultrametrics lesser than or equal to a given dissimilarity always admits exactly one maximal
element: a weak sub-dominant quasi-ultrametric of d (case 2),
• the set of all strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities lesser than or equal to a given dissimilarity admits at least one
maximal element (case 1).
The paper is organized as follows: in the ﬁrst section we prove the existence of a weak sub-dominant quasi-ultrametric
of any dissimilarity d on X. An O(|X|4) algorithm will follow from the proof. Section 3 is devoted to the strongly
Robinsonian case. Unfortunately, the proof of the existence of lower-maximal strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities
does not lead to a polynomial time algorithm even to obtain one of them. Finally, the last section discusses the sub-
dominant question for sets of dissimilarities beyond quasi-ultrametrics, by extending it to Bertrand and Janowitz [4]
weak k-ultrametrics.
2. Quasi-ultrametrics
In this section we prove that the set of quasi-ultrametrics on X (noted QU) admits a weak sub-dominant for each
given dissimilarity that can be computed in O(|X|4) operations.
2.1. Quasi-ultrametric quatuors
We call a quatuor of X any 4-element subset of X. For x and y in X, Q[x, y] will denote the set of all quatuors that
contain x and y.
Deﬁnition 1. The quatuor Q is said to be quasi-ultrametrical for a dissimilarity d if the restriction of d to Q is a
quasi-ultrametric, and said to be 2-ultrametrical if the two largest dissimilarities are equal.
According to the above deﬁnition and since a 2-ultrametric is a quasi-ultrametric, a 2-ultrametrical quatuor is a
quasi-ultrametrical one.
Let us consider the complete graph KX = (X,E) valued by d. If Q is a quatuor, we note KQ = (Q,EQ) the complete
graph valued by d.
Deﬁnition 2. Let Q be a quatuor of X and d a dissimilarity on X. We say that Q is diagonal for d when there exist two
edges of largest valuations in KQ without any vertices in common (these two valuations are not supposed to be equal).
We say that Q is lateral for d when there exist in KQ two edges of largest valuations that share a vertex.
Note that a quatuor {x, y, z, t} (that we will note xyzt) can be both diagonal and lateral. This case is characterized
(up to a permutation) by d(z, t)d(x, y) = d(x, z) or d(x, y)d(x, z) = d(z, t). If we delete two edges of greatest
valuations, the diagonal and lateral quatuors correspond to type 1 and type 2 for Fig. 1, respectively.
Lemmas 3 and 5 will characterize diagonal and lateral quasi-ultrametrical quatuors, respectively.
Lemma 3. Let Q be a quatuor of X and d a dissimilarity on X. When Q is diagonal, it is quasi-ultrametrical if and
only if it is 2-ultrametrical.
Proof. Let Q=xyzt be a diagonal quatuor. If it is 2-ultrametrical, it is obviously quasi-ultrametrical. Let suppose that Q
is diagonal but not 2-ultrametrical.We have then (up to a permutation):d(z, t)> d(x, y) max{d(x, z),d(x, t), d(y, z),
d(y, t)}. Hence max{d(x, z), d(y, z)}d(x, y) and d(z, t)>max{d(x, t), d(y, t), d(x, y)} which violate the 4-point
inequality. 
To prove the next lemma, we will use the following notation and deﬁnition: a quatuor Q = xyzt induces 12 triples
like (xy, z, t), (xy, t, z), (xz, y, t), (xz, t, y), etc. (the ﬁrst term is an edge from KQ, the second and the third are
vertices from KQ which are not incident to this edge).
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Fig. 1. Quatuor types 1 and 2.
Deﬁnition 4. We say that the triple (xy, z, t) is quasi-ultrametrical if it veriﬁes one of the three following
conditions:
(1) d(x, z)> d(x, y),
(2) d(y, z)> d(x, y),
(3) d(z, t) max{d(x, y), d(x, t), d(y, t)}.
It is clear that a quatuor is quasi-ultrametrical if and only if its 12 triples are quasi-ultrametrical. The following
lemma characterizes the lateral quasi-ultrametrical quatuors.
Lemma 5. LetQ=xyzt bea lateral but not a2-ultrametrical quatuor for d.Wemayalwaysassume that:d(y, z)> d(x, y)
 max{d(x, z), d(x, t), d(y, t), d(z, t)}. Then Q is quasi-ultrametrical if and only if the two following conditions are
satisﬁed:
(1) d(x, y)> d(x, t),
(2) d(x, z)> d(x, t) or d(z, t)> d(x, t).
Proof. We will examine the 12 triples induced by Q:
(xy, z, t): is quasi-ultrametrical triple because d(y, z)> d(x, y),
(xy, t, z): is quasi-ultrametrical triple because
d(t, z) max{d(x, y), d(x, z), d(y, z)},
(xz, y, t): is quasi-ultrametrical triple because d(y, z)> d(x, z),
(xz, t, y): is quasi-ultrametrical triple because
d(t, y) max{d(x, z), d(x, y), d(z, y)},
(yz, x, t): is quasi-ultrametrical triple because
d(x, t) max{d(y, z), d(y, t), d(z, t)},
(yz, t, x): is quasi-ultrametrical triple because
d(x, t) max{d(y, z), d(x, y), d(z, x)},
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(yt, x, z): is quasi-ultrametrical triple because
d(x, z) max{d(y, t), d(y, z), d(t, z)},
(yt, z, x): is quasi-ultrametrical triple because d(y, z)> d(y, t),
(zt, x, y): is quasi-ultrametrical triple because
d(x, y) max{d(z, t), d(z, y), d(t, y)},
(zt, y, x): is a quasi-ultrametrical triple because d(y, z)> d(z, t),
The remaining two triples (xt, y, z) and (xt, z, y) are not necessarily quasi-ultrametrical and may not satisfy the
third condition of the quasi-ultrametrical triple deﬁnition because d(x, t)< d(y, z). For the ﬁrst triple we have
d(x, y)> d(x, t) or d(t, y)> d(x, t). But, d(x, y)d(x, t) leads to d(x, y) = d(x, t) and (xt, z, y) cannot be quasi-
ultrametrical. Hence, d(x, y)> d(x, t). To ensure that the second triple is quasi-ultrametrical we have d(x, z)> d(x, t)
or d(z, t)> d(x, t). Thus, the lemma is proved. 
Proposition 6 summarizes the results of Lemmas 3 and 5 and is the core of the hereafter polynomial construction
of the weakly sub-dominant quasi-ultrametric from a given dissimilarity. Recall that the diameter of a set A ⊆ X
(diamd(A)) is equal to: diamd(A) = max{d(x, y)|x, y ∈ A}.
Proposition 6. Let Q = xyzt be a quatuor for a dissimilarity d:
(1) If Q is a 2-ultrametrical quatuor for d, it is also a quasi-ultrametrical one.
(2) If Q is a non-quasi-ultrametrical quatuor for d, there exists a unique pair uQvQ from Q such that d(uQ, vQ) =
diamd(Q).
(3) If Q is a quasi-ultrametrical but not a 2-ultrametrical quatuor for d and d(x, y) = diamd(Q), then Q is also a
quasi-ultrametrical quatuor for the dissimilarity d ′ deﬁned such that d ′(u, v) = d(u, v) for all pair uv different
from xy and where d ′(x, y) max{d(x, z), d(x, t), d(y, z), d(y, t), d(z, t)}.
Proof. Since a 2-ultrametric is also a quasi-ultrametric, the ﬁrst and the second properties are clear.
Moreover, a diagonal quatuor cannot be quasi-ultrametrical without being 2-ultrametrical (Lemma 3). Hence, a
quasi-ultrametrical quatuor which is not a 2-ultrametrical one is necessarily lateral. Thus, d ′ satisﬁes the conditions of
Lemma 5 because d does and Q is also a quasi-ultrametrical quatuor for d ′. 
2.2. A polynomial construction
Consider the complete graph KX = (X,E) valued by d. Let Q be a quatuor of X and F a subset of E. We note
(Q, F ) the number of edges from Q that are in F (then 0(Q, F )6). We shall construct by induction over i
(0 i |X|(|X|−1)/2) a sequence Ei of subsets from E and a sequence di of dissimilarities on X in order to transform
d into a quasi-ultrametric:
(1) E0 := , d0 := d, i := 0;
(2) Ei and di being constructed, we consider an edge xiyi /∈Ei such that di(xi, yi) is a minimum over all edges which
are not in Ei (we say that xiyi is examined);
• di+1 := di ;
• for all quatuors Q from Q[xi, yi] that are not quasi-ultrametrical for di and such that (Q,Ei) = 4, we denote
by uQvQ the unique edge such that di(uQ, vQ)= diamdi (Q). We then have di(uQ, vQ)>di(xi, yi), this value
is larger than or equal to the remaining four values for di . We then set di+1(uQ, vQ) = di(xi, yi);
• Ei+1 = Ei ∪ xiyi ;
Let q(d) be d|X|(|X|−1)/2. This construction can be summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1. Computation of q(d).
begin
E0 ← 
d0 ← d
i ← 0
while i < |X|(|X|−1)2 do
let xiyi /∈Ei such that di(xi, yi) = min{di(u, v)|uv /∈Ei}
di+1 ← di
for each Q ∈ Q[xi, yi] do
if Q is not quasi-ultrametrical and (Q,Ei) = 4 then
let uQ and vQ from Q such that di(uQ, vQ) = diamdi (Q)
di+1(uQ, vQ) = di(xi, yi)
end
end
Ei+1 ← Ei ∪ xiyi
i ← i + 1
end
q(d) ← d|X|(|X|−1)/2
end
There are |X|(|X|−1)/2 iterations. For each iteration i, ﬁnding the relevant edge xiyi requires at most |E|=O(|X|2)
operations and we have to consider at most |Q[x, y]| =O(|X|2) quatuors. Since the computation for each quatuor can
be done in O(1) operations, the global complexity of the algorithm is O(|X|4). An example of the execution of this
algorithm is presented in Section 2.4.
We will now prove that for a given dissimilarity d, Algorithm 1 will compute a lower-maximal dissimilarity of d,
that is: q(d) ∈ S(QU, d).
Lemma 7. The sequences (Ei)0 i<|X|(|X|−1)/2 and (di)0 i<|X|(|X|−1)/2 have the following properties:
(1) For i < |X|(|X| − 1)/2, EiEi+1, and di+1di ,
(2) For all pairs xy ∈ E, each quatuor Q from Q[x, y] such that (Q,Ei)5 is quasi-ultrametrical for di .
(3) If d is a quasi-ultrametric on X and if there exists di such that di (with 0 i |X|(|X| − 1)/2) then, for all
jO, there exist x ∈ X and y ∈ X with x = y such that (x, y)< dj (x, y).
Proof. We use the notations of Algorithm 1.
Property (1) is clear. We will prove properties (2) and (3) by proving by induction on iteration i of the Algorithm 1
that:
(i) max{di+1(x, y)|xy ∈ Ei+1} min{di+1(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ei+1},
(ii) di(x, y) = di+1(x, y) for all edge xy in Ei+1.
For i=0, the two properties are clearly satisﬁed because d1 =d0 =d. We suppose that the two properties are veriﬁed on
step i − 1. Let xiyi ∈ E\Ei be the edge examined on step i of the algorithm (di(xi, yi) = min{di(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ei}).
Let Q ∈ Q[xi, yi] be a non-quasi-ultrametrical quatuor for di such that (Q,Ei)= 4. Then there exists a unique edge
uQvQ from Q such that di(uQ, vQ) = diamdi (Q) (Proposition 6). Since di(uQ, vQ)>di(xi, yi) and according to the
induction property, uQvQ is in E\Ei . We then have di+1(uQ, vQ)= di(xi, yi)= di+1(xi, yi). Thus, each edge xy such
that di+1(x, y)< di(x, y) fulﬁlls:
• xy ∈ E\Ei+1,
• di+1(x, y) = di+1(xi, yi).
Since Ei+1 = Ei ∪ {xiyi}, properties (i) and (ii) are proved.
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Thus, for all 0 ij :
• di(x, y) = dj (x, y) for all xy in Ei ,
• max{dj (x, y)|xy ∈ Ei} min{dj (x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ei}.
These two properties justify the construction of the sequence (di) of dissimilarities. Indeed, they show that the se-
quence (xiyi)0 i<|X|(|X|−1)/2 of examined edges in Algorithm 1 is such that di(xi, yi) = dj (xi, yi)dj (xj , yj ) for
0 ij < |X|(|X| − 1)/2 and that at each iteration i of the algorithm, we only modify the value of edges uv in E\Ei
and such that di(u, v)> di(xi, yi).
Property (2) is a consequence of Proposition 6 and of the above properties. Indeed, if (Q,Ei)5 it exists a step
j < i such that (Q,Ej ) = 4 and (Q,Ej+1) = 5 (the examined edge xjyj is an edge of Q). Three cases can occur:
• Q is a 2-ultrametrical quatuor for dj . It will then remain a 2-ultrametrical quatuor for dj ′ with j ′j because the
valuation of the edge of Q not in Ej+1 will never change;
• Q is a quasi-ultrametrical but not a 2-ultrametrical quatuor for dj . Then, for all j ′j we will have that
dj ′(x, y) = dj+1(x, y) for xy ∈ Ej+1 and that max{dj ′(x, y)|xy ∈ Ej+1} min{dj ′(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ej+1}
(above properties). According to Proposition 6, Q will then remain quasi-ultrametrical for all dj ′ , with j ′j ;
• Q is not a quasi-ultrametrical quatuor for dj . Q will then be a 2-ultrametrical quatuor for dj+1 and will remain
2-ultrametrical for all dj ′ , with j ′j .
We can now prove property (3). Let  be a quasi-ultrametric smaller than d. We suppose that there exists i such that
di . Since d0 = d, we denote by k the smallest integer such that dk+1. Since dk+1 is computed on step k of the
algorithm, xkyk is the examined edge at this step. By hypothesis, dk: there exists a quatuor Q fromQ[xk, yk] such that
for all edges uv in KQ, dk(u, v)(u, v) and that it exists an edge uQvQ in KQ such that dk+1(uQ, vQ)< (uQ, vQ).
This quatuor is not quasi-ultrametrical for dk .
We suppose that for each edge xy from KQ different from uQvQ, we have dk(x, y) = (x, y). Then, uQvQ is the
unique edge xy from KQ such that (x, y) = diam(Q) (because dk(xk, yk) is the maximum of all the values taken by
dk on the edges of Q different from uQvQ and dk(xk, yk)=dk+1(uQ, vQ)< (uQ, vQ)). Since  is a quasi-ultrametric,
Q must be a lateral non-2-ultrametrical quatuor for  (Lemma 3). Thanks to Lemma 5, we conclude that Q is also a
quasi-ultrametrical quatuor (lateral and non-2-ultrametrical) for dk . This violates our hypothesis.
It exists then an edge xy (different from uQvQ) of KQ such that dk(x, y) = (x, y). Since dk(x, y)(x, y) for
all edges of KQ, there exists xy = uQvQ such that dk(x, y)> (x, y). Since this edge is in Ek+1, we conclude
that for all lk, dl(x, y)> (x, y). The sequence (dk) of dissimilarities decreases for all l0, so we conclude that
dl(x, y)> (x, y). 
Recall that q(d) = d|X|(|X|−1)/2. Since the sequence (Ek) of sets increases at each step, E|X|(|X|−1)/2 = E. Thus,
because of Lemma 7, q(d) is a quasi-ultrametric smaller than d. Moreover, because of Lemma 7: q(d) ∈ S(QU, d).
2.3. QU admits a weakly sub-dominant quasi-ultrametric for each given dissimilarity
Lemma 8. Let d be a dissimilarity, and  a quasi-ultrametric such that d. Then:
• Either q(d),
• or there exists a quasi-ultrametric ′ such that < ′d.
Proof. We use the notations of Algorithm 1.
Let  = q(d) be a quasi-ultrametric smaller than d. We suppose that q(d).
From the proof of Lemma 7, we know that for all 0 ij :
• If di+1(x, y)< di(x, y), then xy ∈ E\Ei+1,
• di(x, y) = dj (x, y) for all xy of Ei ,
• max{dj (x, y)|xy ∈ Ei} min{dj (x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ei}.
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Let k be the smallest integer such that the examined edge xkyk on step k (this step computes dk+1) is such that
dk(xk, yk) = (xk, yk).
According to the above three properties, this is equivalent to saying that k is the smallest integer such that: there
exists xy in Ek+1 such that q(d)(x, y) = (x, y).
We suppose that dk(xk, yk)< (xk, yk).
Since d, we have dk(xk, yk)< d(xk, yk). Then there exists a step i < k where di+1(xk, yk)< di(xk, yk). We then
have xiyi = xkyk and Ei+1 ⊆ Ek (where xiyi is the examined edge at step i). Then let Q be a quatuor of Q[xi, yi] which
is non-quasi-ultrametrical for di and such that xkyk is the unique edge xy of KQ which performs di(x, y)= diamdi (Q)
(this quatuor exists because di+1(xk, yk)< di(xk, yk)).
All the edges in KQ different from xkyk are in Ei+1. Since Ei+1 ⊆ Ek and di(x, y) = q(d)(x, y) = (x, y) for all
edges xy in Ei+1 (because di and di+1 coincide for all edges in Ei+1): di and  coincide for all edges in KQ different
from xkyk .
Since di+1(xk, yk)= di(xi, yi)< (xk, yk), the edge xkyk is the unique edge xy in KQ such that (x, y)= diam(Q)
(because di(xi, yi) is a maximum of all the values taken by di on all the edges in KQ different from xkyk). Lemma
3 ensures that Q is a lateral, quasi-ultrametrical and non-2-ultrametrical quatuor for , and since di and  coincide
on Ei (i.e. over all the edges of KQ except the largest one xkyk), Lemma 5 allows us to conclude that Q is also a
quasi-ultrametrical quatuor for di violating our hypothesis. We then have q(d)(xk, yk) = dk(xk, yk)> (xk, yk).
Finally:
(i) for any edge xy in Ek , q(d)(x, y) = (x, y),
(ii) xkyk is an edge in E\Ek ,
(iii) max{q(d)(x, y)|xy ∈ Ek} min{q(d)(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ek},
(iv) min{q(d)(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ek} = q(d)(xk, yk).
Since q(d)(xk, yk)> (xk, yk) and q(d)(xk, yk)=min{q(d)(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ek}, if we note d1 =min{(x, y)|(x, y)<
q(d)(xk, yk), xy ∈ E\Ek}, we have d1(xk, yk)< q(d)(xk, yk), thus: d1 = min{(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ek}.
Since q(d), and  and q(d) coincide over the edges of Ek , it exists xy ∈ E\Ek such that (x, y)> q(d)(x, y).
Since d1 <q(d)(xk, yk) min{q(d)(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ek}, there exists d2 = min{(x, y)|d1 < (x, y), xy ∈ E}.
Set  = (min{q(d)(xk, yk), d2} − d1)/2.
We deﬁne the proper dissimilarity ′ on X by{
′(x, y) = (x, y) +  if (x, y) = d1 and xy ∈ E\Ek,
′(x, y) = (x, y) otherwise.
First of all, ′ is smaller than d because min{d(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ek} min{q(d)(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ek}=q(d)(xk, yk)> d1+
. Moreover, it is clearly larger than .
To conclude, it remains to prove that ′ is a quasi-ultrametric. We suppose that there exists a non-quasi-ultrametrical
quatuor xyzt for ′.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that
max{′(x, z), ′(y, z)}′(x, y) and ′(z, t)>max{′(x, y), ′(y, t), ′(x, t)}.
By construction of ′, we have: max{(x, z), (y, z)}(x, y) ( takes no value in ]d1, d2[, and d1 +  ∈]d1, d2[).
Since  is a quasi-ultrametric, we have: (z, t) max{(x, y), (y, t), (x, t)}.
In order to satisfy the following two inequalities:{
′(z, t)>max{′(x, y), ′(y, t), ′(x, t)},
(z, t) max{(x, y), (y, t), (x, t)},
these two must also be satisﬁed:{
(z, t) = d1 = max{(x, y), (y, t), (x, t)},
′(z, t) = d1 + >d1 = max{′(x, y), ′(y, t), ′(x, t)}.
Since min{(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ek} = d1, we have min{′(x, y)|xy ∈ E\Ek} = d1 + >d1.
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Table 1
The dissimilarity d
x 0
y 1 0
d : z 1 4 0
t 5 1 1 0
u 1 5 4 1 0
x y z t u
Table 2
The weak sub-dominant quasi-ultrametric q(d) of d
x 0
y 1 0
q(d) : z 1 4 0
t 4 1 1 0
u 1 4 4 1 0
x y z t u
Then, the edges xy, yt, xt, xz and yz are in Ek and zt in E\Ek . Since q(d) and  coincide on all edges in Ek , we have
max{q(d)(x, z), q(d)(y, z)}q(d)(x, y), thus q(d)(z, t) max{q(d)(x, y), q(d)(y, t), q(d)(x, t)} = d1.
This violates our hypothesis because zt is not in Ek , thus q(d)(z, t) q(d)(xk, yk) > d1. Hence the quatuor xyzt is
quasi-ultrametrical for ′. It shows that ′ is a quasi-ultrametric. 
The following theorem is a consequence of Lemma 8.
Theorem 9. For each given dissimilarity d, q(d) is the weak sub-dominant quasi-ultrametric of d.
2.4. Discussion
We show here the execution of Algorithm 1 for the dissimilarity d deﬁned in Table 1. The weak sub-dominant
quasi-ultrametric q(d) is shown in Table 2.
Since we examine the edges by increasing values (for di), E6 contains all the pairs with valuation 1, and no quatuor
has more than 4 edges in E6. At step i=7 we can examine either yz or zu. Assume we examine the edge yz. There is only
one quatuor to examine: xyzt. Since it is not a quasi-ultrametrical one, we set d7(x, t)= d6(y, z)= 4 and E7 =E6 ∪ yz.
Notice that the quatuor xytu which was a quasi-ultrametrical one for d6 (and for d) is not any more quasi-ultrametrical
for d7.
At step i = 7 we again have two choices: either examine xt or examine zu. Both lead to set d8(y, u) = 4 (because of
the quatuor xytu if we choose xt, and because of the quatuor yztu if we choose zu). After that step, for both cases, d8 is
a quasi-ultrametric thus no changes will be done any more.
To recall the partial result of Diatta and Fichet [6], we have to introduce the 2-balls. If d is a dissimilarity on X, the
2-ball Bxy ((x, y) ∈ X2) is the set of elements z ∈ X such that: max{d(x, z), d(y, z)}d(x, y).
It should be noticed that the term quasi-ultrametric has been introduced by Diatta and Fichet [5] where a so-called
dissimilarity, say d, is characterized by the two following conditions:
C1: for all (x, y, z, t) in X4: (z, t) ∈ B2xy ⇒ Bzt ⊆ Bxy ,
C2: for all (x, y) in X2, diamd(Bxy) = d(x, y).
Condition C1 is called the inclusion condition and condition C2 the diameter condition. Diatta and Fichet prove [6]
that if d is a dissimilarity satisfying the inclusion condition, then |S(QU, d)| = 1. We have extended this result to all
proper dissimilarities.
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3. Strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities
Let D′ be a subset of the set of all dissimilarities. For any dissimilarity d and all real numbers  and ′ such that
0< ′, we note (d)′ the dissimilarity such that{
(d)
′
 (x, y) = d(x, y) if d(x, y),
(d)
′
 (x, y) = ′ otherwise.
We note 
[D′]′ (d) the set of dissimilarities r from D′ such that{
d(x, y) ⇒ r(x, y) = d(x, y),
d(x, y)>  ⇒ r(x, y) ∈ {, ′}.
We deﬁne 
max[D′]′ (d) as the set of all the maximal elements (for the pointwise order) of 
[D′]′ (d).
Notice that for a given dissimilarity d and a given set of dissimilarities D′ there is a ﬁnite number of dissimilarities
in 
[D′]′ (d). Thus, if 
[D′]′ (d) is not empty, 
max[D′]′ (d) will also contain elements.
Algorithm 2 constructs a dissimilarity, noted r(d), from a given dissimilarity d and a given set of dissimilarities D′.
Algorithm 2. Construction of r(d) for a given dissimilarity d and a given set of dissimilarities D′.
begin
r0 ← d
k ← 1
d0 ← 0
d1 ← min{d(x, y)|d(x, y)> d0, (x, y) ∈ X2}
while dk > dk−1 do
let k ∈ 
max[D′]dkdk−1(rk−1)
let rk be deﬁned by
{
rk(x, y) = k(x, y) if k(x, y)dk−1
rk(x, y) = d(x, y) otherwise
k ← k + 1
if dk−1 = max{d(x, y)|(x, y) ∈ X2}
then dk ← dk−1
else dk ← min{d(x, y)|d(x, y)> dk−1, (x, y) ∈ X2}
end
r(d) ← k−1
end
To show how Algorithm 2 works, assume that the set of dissimilarities D′ is the set of all the (proper) ultrametrics
on X = {x, y, z, t}, and let d be the dissimilarity deﬁned in Table 3.
Using the notation of Algorithm 2, we have that d0 = 0 and d1 = 1. Thus 
[D′]10(r0) contains only one dissimilarity:
d ′1 (Table 4). The dissimilarity 1 is then equal to d ′1.
At step k = 2 of Algorithm 2, we consider the set 
[D′]21(r1) containing the four dissimilarities of Table 5. This set
contains only one maximal dissimilarity for the point-wise order: d ′2.
At step k = 3, we consider the set 
[D′]32(r2) containing the dissimilarities of Table 6. This set contains only one
maximal element: d ′6.
Table 3
The dissimilarity d
x 0
y 1 0
d : z 2 5 0
t 3 5 5 0
x y z t
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Table 4
The dissimilarities in 
[D′]10(r0)
x 0
y 1 0
d ′1 : z 1 1 0
t 1 1 1 0
x y z t
Table 5
The dissimilarities in 
[D′]21(r1)
x 0 x 0 x 0 x 0
y 1 0 y 1 0 y 1 0 y 1 0
d ′2 d ′3 d
′
4
d ′5: z 2 2 0 : z 1 1 0  : z 2 2 0 : z 1 1 0
t 2 2 2 0 t 2 2 2 0 t 1 1 2 0 t 1 1 1 0
x y z t x y z t x y z t x y z t
Table 6
The dissimilarities in 
[D′]32(r2)
x 0 x 0
y 1 0 y 1 0
d ′6 d
′
7: z 2 2 0 : z 2 2 0
t 3 3 3 0 t 2 2 2 0
x y z t x y z t
Table 7
The dissimilarities in 
[D′]53(r3)
x 0
y 1 0
d ′8 : z 2 2 0
t 3 3 3 0
x y z t
The last step of Algorithm 2 is performed for k = 4. The set 
[D′]53(r3) contains only one element (Table 7) which
is the sub-dominant ultrametric of d.
Theorem 10 gives a sufﬁcient condition for r(d) to exist (at each step of Algorithm 2, 
max[D′]dkdk−1(rk−1) must not
be empty) and proves that r(d) ∈ S(D′, d). Theorem 10 gives then a sufﬁcient condition for the set of dissimilarity D′
to admit lower-maximal dissimilarities for any given dissimilarity.
Theorem 10. If for any dissimilarity  ∈ D′ and any real numbers 0< ′ we have ()′ ∈ D′, then r(d) exists and
r(d) ∈ S(D′, d) for any dissimilarity d.
Proof. We use the notations of Algorithm 2. We prove by induction on step k of the algorithm that k exists and is in
S(D′, (d)dkdk−1).
For k = 1: because the constant dissimilarity with value d1 is in 
[D′]d10 (r0) (because (d)d10 ∈ D′ by hypothesis),

max[D′]d1d0(r0) is not empty and is equal to S(D′, (d)
d1
0 ).
Let us assume that the property is true at step k, and consider step k+1: by induction hypothesis, k exists. Therefore,
k ∈ 
[D′]dk+1dk (rk). As a consequence 
max[D′]
dk+1
dk
(rk) is not empty: k+1 exists and is such that (k+1)dkdk−1 = k .
Let d ′ ∈ D′ be a dissimilarity smaller than (d)dk+1dk and different from k+1. If (d ′)
dk
dk−1 = k , we cannot have
k+1d ′ because k+1 ∈ 
max[D′]dk+1dk (rk) and k ∈ 
[D′]
dk+1
dk
(rk). Otherwise, since k ∈ S(D′, (d)dkdk−1), there exists
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(x, y) ∈ X such that (d ′)dkdk−1(x, y)< k(x, y). Thus (d ′)
dk
dk−1(x, y)< (k+1)
dk
dk−1(x, y), and then d
′(x, y)< k+1(x, y):
we cannot have k+1d ′.
Since k+1 is clearly smaller than (d)dk+1dk , we have k+1 ∈ S(D′, (d)
dk+1
dk
), and that concludes the induction.
Finally, since Algorithm 2 stops when dk−1 = dk = max{d(x, y)|(x, y) ∈ X2} and in that case (d)dk−1dk−2 = d, we have
r(d) ∈ S(D′, d). 
The following proposition shows that the strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 10.
Proposition 11. If  admits a compatible order (strongly compatible order, respectively), ()′ admits the same com-
patible order (strongly compatible order, respectively) for all real numbers 0< ′.
Proof. Let  be an order compatible with .
For (x, y, z) ∈ X3 such that xyz, max{(x, y), (y, z)}(x, z), by deﬁnition.
Thus max{()′ (x, y), ()
′
 (y, z)}()
′
 (x, z):  is compatible with ()
′
 .
We suppose now that  is strongly compatible with . Let t ∈ X such that zt . If (x, z)=(y, z) then (x, t)=(y, t)
and, according to the deﬁnition of ()′ , we have ()
′
 (x, z) = ()
′
 (y, z) and ()
′
 (x, t) = ()
′
 (y, t).
If ()′ (x, z) = ()
′
 (y, z) and (x, z) = (y, z), then ()
′
 (x, z) = ()
′
 (y, z) = ′. Since (x, t)(x, z) and
(y, t)(y, z) (because  is compatible with ), we have ()′ (x, t) = ()
′
 (y, t) = ′.
The proof is the same for any t ∈ X such that tx. So  is strongly compatible with ()′ . 
Theorem 12. For any given dissimilarity d, S(d,RD) = , where RD denotes the set of strongly Robinsonian dissim-
ilarities.
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 11 and Theorem 10. 
Theorem 12 is, from a practical point of view, just a proof of existence for strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities.
Indeed, Algorithm 2 clearly has an exponential complexity.
This result is related to the work of Durand [9] on strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities. She shows in her dissertation
that a given dissimilarity  admits at least one lower-maximal Robinsonian dissimilarity, and for a ﬁxed order ,
a strongly Robinsonian weak sub-dominant from the set of all strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities admitting this
compatible order .
For instance the dissimilarity  from Table 8 admits 3 lower-maximal strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities shown in
Table 9. That can be shown by noticing that for any order  it exist u ∈ {y, z, t} and v ∈ {y, z, t} with u = v such that
uvx or xvu. Thus, for any strongly Robinsonian dissimilarity d smaller than : max{d(u, v), d(v, x)}d(u, x)
(u, x) = 1. As a consequence d(u, v)1, and d is clearly smaller than at least one of the three dissimilarities shown
in Table 9.
Table 8
The dissimilarity 
x 0
y 1 0
: z 1 2 0
t 1 2 2 0
x y z t

Table 9
The 3 lower-maximal strongly Robinsonian dissimilarities of 
x 0 x 0 x 0
y 1 0 y 1 0 y 1 0
1
2 3: z 1 1 0 : z 1 2 0 : z 1 2 0
t 1 2 2 0 t 1 1 2 0 t 1 2 1 0
x y z t x y z t x y z t
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4. Weak k-ultrametrics
Bertrand and Janowitz [4] extended the notion of quasi-ultrametric to so-called weak k-ultrametrics.
Deﬁnition 13. A dissimilarity d is a weak k-ultrametric if for all u ∈ X and for all subset A of X with |A|= k, we have:
diamd(A ∪ {u})diamd(A) ⇒ ∀v ∈ X, d(u, v)diamd(A ∪ {v}).
We call the above inequality the (k + 2)-point inequality. The weak 2-ultrametrics are clearly quasi-ultrametrics.
The notion of lateral quatuor and diagonal quatuor developed in Section 2 can be extended in a natural way to k-tuple
(a k-tuple is a set of k elements).
Deﬁnition 14. The k+2-tuple Qk+2 is said to be weakly k-ultrametrical for a given dissimilarity d when the restriction
from d to Qk+2 is a weak k-ultrametric, and said to be k-ultrametrical if the two largest dissimilarities are equal.
The deﬁnition of a k-ultrametrical quatuor (k + 2)-tuple is taken from Jardine and Sibson [15] who deﬁned a
k-ultrametric on X by a dissimilarity, every (k + 2)-tuple of which is k-ultrametrical.
Just like in Section 2, we will consider the complete graph KX = (X,E) valued by d. If Qk is a k-tuple, we note
KQk = (Qk,EQk ) the complete graph valued by d.
Deﬁnition 15. Let Qk be a k-tuple of X and d a dissimilarity on X. We say that Qk is diagonal for d when there exist
two edges of largest valuations in KQk (these two valuations are not assumed to be equal) without any vertices in
common. We say that Qk is lateral for d when there exist in KQk two edges of largest valuations that share a vertex.
Note that a k-tuple x1 . . . xk may be both diagonal and lateral. Lemmas 16 and 18 are generalizations of Lemmas 3
and 5. The proofs are the same considering the (k + 2)-point inequality instead of the 4-point inequality.
Lemma 16. Let Qk+2 a (k + 2)-tuple from X and d a dissimilarity on X. When Qk+2 is diagonal, it is weak k-
ultrametrical if and only if it is k-ultrametrical.
Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 3 by using the (k + 2)-point inequality instead of the 4-point
inequality.
If the largest two values are equal, the (k + 2)-tuple is k-ultrametrical thus weak k-ultrametrical. If the k-tuple is
diagonal but not k-ultrametrical, we can always assume (up to a permutation) that the largest two values ared(xk+1, xk+2)
and d(x1, x2), with d(xk+1, xk+2)> d(x1, x2).
Thus: diam({x1, . . . , xk+1})d(x1, x2) and d(xk+1, xk+2)> diam({x1, . . . , xk} ∪ xk+2), which violate the (k + 2)-
point inequality. 
To establish the next lemma, we will use the following deﬁnition: a (k + 2)-tuple Qk+2 = x1x2 . . . xk+2 induces
(k + 2)(k + 1) triples like ({x1, . . . , xk}, xk+1, xk+2), ({x1, . . . , xk}, xk+2, xk+1), ({x2, . . . , xk+1}, x1, xk+2), etc. (the
ﬁrst term is a k element clique from KQk+2 , the second and the third ones are the remaining vertices from KQk+2 ).
Deﬁnition 17. We say that ({x1, . . . , xk}, xk+1, xk+2) is a weak k-ultrametrical triple if and only if it satisﬁes one of
the following two conditions:
(1) there exists i such that d(xk+1, xi)> diam({x1, . . . , xk}),
(2) d(xk+1, xk+2)diam{x1, . . . , xk, xk+2}.
It is clear that a (k + 2)-tuple is weak k-ultrametrical if and only if each of its (k + 2)(k + 1) extracted triples are
weak k-ultrametrical. The lemma below characterizes the weak k-ultrametrical (k + 2)-tuples.
Lemma 18. Let Qk+2 = x1 . . . xk+2 be a lateral non k-ultrametrical (k + 2)-tuple for d. We may always assume
that the largest two values are d(xk+1, xk+2) and d(xk+1, x1), with d(xk+1, xk+2)> d(xk+1, x1). Qk+2 is then weak
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k-ultrametrical if and only if the following two conditions are satisﬁed:
(1) d(x1, xk+1)> diam{x1, . . . , xk},
(2) there exists i such that d(xi, xk+2)> diam({x1, . . . , xk}).
Proof. As for Lemma 5, we can prove that all the triples generated from Qk+2 are weak k-ultrametrical but
({x1, . . . , xk}, xk+1, xk+2) and ({x1, . . . , xk}, xk+2, xk+1).
Since these two triples cannot satisfy the second condition of Lemma 16, there exists i such that d(xk+1, xi)>
diam(x1 . . . xk) and there exist i′ such that d(xk+2, xi′)> diam({x1, . . . , xk}). But if d(xk+1, x1)diam({x1, . . . , xk}),
we have d(xk+1, x1) = diam({x1, . . . , xk} ∪ xk+2), thus the triple ({x1, . . . , xk}, xk+2, xk+1) cannot be weak
k-ultrametrical. The two triples can only be weak k-ultrametrical if both conditions of the lemma are both satisﬁed. 
Using these two lemmas, we can apply the proofs of Section 2 without any change. Hence Algorithm 3 computes the
weak sub-dominant weak k-ultrametric from a given dissimilarity d. In the same way, this algorithm has a complexity
of O(|X|k+2).
Algorithm 3. Computation of qk(d).
begin
E0 ← 
d0 ← d
i ← 0
while i < |X|(|X|−1)2 do
let xiyi /∈Ei such that di(xi, yi) = min{di(u, v)|uv /∈Ei}
di+1 ← di
for each Qk+2 ∈ Qk+2[xi, yi] do
if Qk+2 is not weak k-ultrametrical and
(Qk+2, Ei) = (k+2)(k+1)2 − 2 then
let uQ and vQ from Qk+2 such that di(uQ, vQ) = diamdi (Qk+2)
di+1(uQ, vQ) = di(xi, yi)
end
end
Ei+1 ← Ei ∪ xiyi
i ← i + 1
end
qk(d) ← d|X|(|X|−1)/2
end
We then have the following theorem:
Theorem 19. For k1, any dissimilarity d admits a weak sub-dominant k-ultrametric.
Moreover, we have the following sequences:
q1(d)q2(d) · · · qk(d)qk+1(d) · · · qn−2(d) = d.
The dissimilarity q1(d) is in fact the sub-dominant ultrametric from the given dissimilarity d. These algorithms are
then a way to approximate a given dissimilarity by a weak k-ultrametric.
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